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The Films Of Claire Denis
Claire Denis. Claire Denis (French: [dəni]; born 21 April 1946) is a French film director and writer.
Her film Beau Travail (1999) is considered a modern cinematic masterpiece and one of the greatest
films in the history of cinema. Other acclaimed works include The Intruder (2004), 35 Shots of Rum
(2008), and White Material (2009).
Claire Denis - Wikipedia
One of a handful of filmmakers who can credibly lay claim to the title of World’s Greatest Living
Director, Claire Denis creates films that speak as much through words as they do through
movement, rhythm, and texture.
BAM | Strange Desire: The Films of Claire Denis
The films of Claire Denis, one of the most challenging and respected of contemporary filmmakers,
probe the psyche of global citizenship, tracing the borderlines of family, desire, nationality and
power.
Amazon.com: The Films of Claire Denis: Intimacy on the ...
Under the Skin: The Films of Claire Denis 3/4/11 to 4/16/11 An important retrospective devoted to
one of the most exciting talents of contemporary cinema, French director Claire Denis, many of
whose films focus on colonialism and its legacy.
Under the Skin: The Films of Claire Denis | BAMPFA
The Films Of Claire Denis: A Retrospective. In the opening scene, the film’s two protagonists,
Sentain ( Gregoire Colin) and Galoup ( Denis Lavant ), circle each other like predators; the soldiers
are established as silent rivals through intense physical gestures: penetrating stares, arched backs
and clenched fists.
The Films Of Claire Denis: A Retrospective | IndieWire
Claire Denis, Director: High Life. Claire Denis was born on April 21, 1946 in Paris, France. She is a
director and writer, known for High Life (2018), 35 Shots of Rum (2008) and Beau travail (1999).
Claire Denis - IMDb
French filmmaker and screenwriter Claire Denis is to lead the Short Films and Cinéfondation Jury of
the 72nd Festival de Cannes. Claire Denis will succeed Abderrahmane Sissako, Naomi Kawase,
Cristian Mungiu and Bertrand Bonello. On Thursday May 23, along with her jury, she will award the
three prizes of the Cinéfondation among the 17 film students’ works presented.
Claire Denis, President of the Short Films & Cinéfondation ...
No Fear: The Films of Claire Denis. Born in Paris in 1948 into the family of a French colonial
administrator, Claire Denis spent her childhood in West Africa. She studied filmmaking at the
prestigious film school IDHEC (now FEMIS) in Paris, and after graduating, worked as an assistant to
New Wave legend Jacques Rivette,...
No Fear: The Films of Claire Denis – IFC Center
Sure, space is the place, right now in auteur cinema, but space is the pace for French auteur Claire
Denis. Denis is a master of using visuals to convey deeper personal conflicts.
Claire Denis' Best Movies: Where to Start (And Why) | Collider
Claire Denis, the world’s greatest working filmmaker, is sitting on a couch drinking herbal tea.
Claire Denis Talks to Barry Jenkins About Director Anxiety ...
In 2017, Let the Sunshine In was presented at the opening of the Directors’ Fortnight. Her latest
film, High Life, was released at the end of 2018. Claire Denis has co-written most of her films with
Jean-Pol Fargeau but has also worked with Emmanuèle Bernheim, Marie NDiaye and Christine
Angot.
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Claire DENIS - Festival de Cannes 2019
Films of Claire Denis. About "For me, filmmaking is a journey into the impossible."-Claire Denis. For
over 30 years, French filmmaker Claire Denis has pushed boundaries and defied expectations with
films that explore sex, politics, violence, and the divisions that separate people. Her body of work is
thrilling not merely because she focuses on ...
Films of Claire Denis | Alamo Drafthouse Cinema
Films directed by Claire Denis. Related topics. 2018 films (257) 2010s adventure films (243) ... Let
The Sunshine In reviewed by Mark Kermode — Kermode and Mayo's Film Review, With Lily James.
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